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Why a Privacy Testbed?
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Why a Privacy Testbed?

Assurance about privacy properties – regulatory compliance, care for users, behaviour of third party libraries/APIs

Checking claims about data and information storage and flows for compliance

Rigorous evaluation under experimental conditions; generating and sharing datasets.

Does it do what it says on the tin? (a.k.a privacy policy, DPIA or privacy labels).
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Case in Point: E2EE Messaging Apps

Data vs. Meta-data

DST-IPs, Name & Location

Location on Map
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Initial Scoping of Use Cases

TEST BED

- Automated Privacy Exploit Generation
- Integrate Analysis Tools
- Deployment Specs
- Dataset Outputs
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High-level Design
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REPHRAIN
Protecting citizens online
Implementation

- Can deploy OS from disk image, or build as required
- Android applications emulated using Google’s Android Virtual Device (AVD)
  - Deployed inside Ubuntu Desktop VM
  - Virtualisation managed by kvm-compose tool
- CLI tool built by the team for Linux using RUST (and the libvirt library)
  - Create custom test environments from configuration file using (up/down commands)
- Networking is provided using OpenvSwitch (OVS)
  - OVS bridges can easily be linked up to an SDN controller (such as Floodlight), enabling more advanced network management.
Challenges and Lessons

The level of abstraction, we model the protocols/applications

Cloud Lock-in

Not a case of plug n play. E2EE apps require a SIM
Need for custom scripts to simulate user interaction in ADB.

App Interaction

Validate state transitions while configuring playbooks.
Ongoing and Future Plans

Ongoing – Focus Groups with Wider Testbed Users

Future Implementation Priorities

• Scale up in terms of deployment of VMs
• Connecting with other test beds (e.g., IoT/LoraWAN at Edinburgh)
• Usability to the extent possible without oversimplifying the testbed.
• Integrate additional (external) analysis tools in the Testbed
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User – End User
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To learn more about REPHRAIN, our future plans and how to get involved:

[Website]  www.rephrain.ac.uk

[Twitter]  @REPHRAIN1

[Email]  rephrain-centre@bristol.ac.uk

We would love to hear from you. Thank you!
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